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For US banks skittish 
about pot, proposal 
to ease worries 

Most US banks shun people l ike Hope
Wiseman, who runs a dispensary that sells
marijuana for medical use. But a bil l

designed to open up banking to those in the pot
industry, such as herself, is sparking optimism as it
makes its way through Congress. Wiseman, who
operates a dispensary called Mary and Main, in
Capitol Heights, Maryland, just outside Washington,
serves patients who suffer from migraine
headaches, chronic illnesses or depression. She
feels lucky to already have an account at a bank,
but says she is at the facility’s mercy, since it could
close it at any time.

Marijuana for medical use is legal in 33 states and
the US capital of Washington, 12 of which have also
legalized it for recreational use. But under federal
law, pot is still classified as a hard drug, just like
cocaine. Most banks fear being charged with money
laundering if they work with people in the legal mar-
ijuana industry. Wiseman’s bank is one of few that
accept merchants like her as customers. “We are
charged very high fees because the business is so
special, and we are just subject to their mercy,” said
Wiseman, who opened her dispensary last year.

Transactions are carried out mainly in cash, and
when the money is deposited it takes several days
to show up in her account, making it difficult to
pay bills and employees’ wages. Wiseman’s debit
card only works with online transfers of crypto
currency. The bank will not give her a credit card,
deeming her a risk. And the bank can shut down
her account over the slightest suspicion that a
transaction is illegal.

A small step ahead 
This wariness on the part of the banks also

affects organizations that are regularly or occa-
sionally involved with the marijuana industry. Jenn
Michelle Pedini, head of development at NORML,
one of the main organizations lobbying for legal-
ization of marijuana, said she had problems with
the government when she  helped a marijuana ven-
dor set up a company under a consulting firm that
she operates.

The pot industry is indeed booming, generating
more than $10 billion a year in revenue which could
hit $56 billion by 2025, accord to pro-legalization
lobbies. But of the 11,000 banks and other lenders
operating in the United States, only 700 work with
people in the marijuana sector, according to
Treasury Department figures. Last week the House
of Representatives passed a bill designed to protect
pot industry professionals and associated compa-
nies from running afoul of the federal government. It
now goes to the Republican-controlled Senate.

Supporters of the SAFE Banking Act also say
it reduces the risk of burglary and violent rob-
bery in an industry where cash is king. Critics of
the bill say it gives drug cartels easier and less-
monitored access to the financial sector. Tanner
Daniel, vice president for congressional relations
at the American Bankers Association (ABA),
called the bill’s passage “a necessary incremental
step forward.”

Taxing pot revenue 
“ABA is not taking a stance on legalization. 99

percent of members state that clarification is needed
on the state and federal level,” Daniel said at a
recent forum in Washington. Daniel added that 75
percent of ABA members have closed the accounts
of customers potentially tied to the pot industry.
Republicans in the Senate tend to frown on use of
marijuana. Michael Correia, of marijuana lobbying
group National Cannabis Industry Association, said
Congress “is not ready to debate the merits of legal-
ization”. “Politicians have been waiting for the
polling and the public. It will be state, after state,
after state, before the federal level,” Correia said.

That is what Thiru Vignarajah, a former deputy
attorney general in Maryland and candidate for
mayor of Baltimore, wants to do - legalize pot in the
city, and hope the state eventually follows suit. He
also proposes taxing pot sales with a city-backed
and -regulated crypto currency and using that mon-
ey to invest heavily in education. Legalization would
also help in the fight against crime in Baltimore, one
of the most violent cities in America, he said. “The
murder rate is among the highest in the country. The
drug war between gangs is fuelling the overwhelm-
ing majority of it,” Vignarajah told AFP. He admitted,
however, that pot is just part of the drug problem
and legalizing it is no panacea. — AFP 

With secret satellites, pricey messages abroad and
clandestine file transfers, young Iraqis are cir-
cumventing an Internet blackout aimed at sti-

fling several days of bloody protests in the capital and
beyond. Authorities restricted access to Facebook and
WhatsApp after anti-government demonstrations began
on Tuesday, before ordering a total network shutdown on
Wednesday. The termination of Wi-Fi, 3G and 4G access
left protestors with just regular phone calls and mobile
messages - a few notable exceptions aside. 

Ahmad, 29, works at an Internet service provider that
helped implement the government’s shutdown, but still has
internet access at its headquarters. “I go to the protests in
the morning and shoot video on my phone, then use the
internet at work to upload them to Facebook or send them
to media outside Iraq,” he said, using a fake name for fear
of retribution or legal action by the government. Protesters
say the Internet outage is an attempt to suppress reports
of security forces using indiscriminate force including tear
gas, live rounds and water cannons.

Ahmad showed AFP footage he planned to send to
international media later that evening - shots could be
heard fired across a mostly-empty street in Baghdad as he
and fellow protesters took cover behind a concrete barrier.
“Friends are even giving me the footage they shoot on
flash drives so everyone outside Iraq can see what’s hap-

pening here,” he said.  Before Tuesday, many Iraqis had
taken to Facebook and Instagram to call for initial protests
against a range of grievances: unemployment, mass gov-
ernment corruption, nepotism, poor public services, and
more. Images of young men and women marching towards
the emblematic Tahrir Square flooded social media the first
day, using the hashtag #save_Iraqi_people. 

When restrictions on Facebook began, Iraqis acted
quickly; many downloaded virtual private network (VPN)
applications. Others even began surreptitiously posting
the details of the next protests in the comments section of
Cinemana, a popular streaming service in Iraq. But those
avenues were shut off by the systemic shutdown. Those
that could afford to therefore erected costly satellites on
their rooftops to get a window into the outside world.

‘Follow the gunfire’ 
Nearly 100 people have died in the demonstrations

since Tuesday, most of them protesters but also personnel
from the security forces, according to authorities. “They’re
trying to fight us not just with arms, but with this black-
out,” said 31-year-old protester Osama Mohammad. “We
used to check the different neighborhoods’ Facebook
pages to know where to go for protests. Now we just fol-
low the sound of gunfire,” Mohammad told AFP. “If they
cut off regular phone lines, we’ll be completely blind,” he

noted.  For 25-year-old women’s rights activist Rasha, tak-
ing to the streets carries too much risk, but she says she
has found a different way to get involved. Every day, her
male friends text her dozens of updates from protest
squares across the country, which she then texts and
phones through to friends in the United Arab Emirates and
Europe. “I’m an intermediary. I can’t protest myself so this
is the least I can do,” she said, telling AFP the phone credit
she buys has cost her around $100 per day for the last
three days.

Rasha, who comes from Baghdad, is also saving videos
and other unpublished material from one of the first
protests that turned violent. She attended that initial
demonstration. “They think we’ll forget they fired at us,
they think people won’t know. But I’ve got the videos and
I’ll publish everything I saw that day the minute the inter-
net comes back,” she said.  Jaafar Raad, an unemployed
29-year-old Iraqi who has frequently protested, is also
storing dozens of images and videos to release once the
blackout is lifted. He even records voice notes from the
protests themselves in applications like WhatsApp and
Facebook, so that the audio messages will automatically
send to friends abroad and international media outlets as
soon as the Internet returns. “People must know what hap-
pened to us. This is so we can hold those behind the vio-
lence accountable,” he said. — AFP 

An Iraqi protester waves the national flag during a demonstration against state corruption, failing public services, and unemployment in Baghdad on Saturday. — AFP 

Innovative Iraqis illuminate protest violence 

Yovanovitch latest 
casualty of Trump 
war on diplomats

The treatment of US Ambassador Marie Yovanovitch
- disparaged by President Donald Trump and
abruptly recalled from Ukraine - exemplifies what

current and former US officials describe as a campaign by
Trump against career diplomats. A veteran diplomat who
has led the US embassies in Armenia, Kyrgyzstan and
Ukraine, Yovanovitch’s stint as ambassador in Kiev was
cut short when she was recalled to Washington in May as
Trump allies leveled unsubstantiated charges of disloyalty
and other allegations against her. 

Former Deputy Secretary of State Bill Burns, a career
foreign service officer who served in top diplomatic posts
under Republican and Democratic presidents, described
her treatment as part of a wider “campaign within and
against the department.” “There is a quite reckless and
dangerous effort underway not only to sideline career
expertise but to sideline the department as an institution,”
said Burns, author of “The Back Channel,” a memoir of his
career that calls for a renewal of US diplomacy. 

Yovanovitch is now embroiled in the Democratic-led
House of Representatives’ inquiry into whether Trump
should be impeached for pressing his Ukrainian counter-
part, Volodymyr Zelenskiy, to investigate unsubstantiated
corruption charges against Democratic political rival Joe
Biden and Biden’s son, Hunter. She has agreed to give a
deposition to congressional committees on Oct 11. 

Trump has denied pressuring Zelenskiy and defended
his request to the Ukrainian president, tweeting on
Thursday that he has an “absolute right” to ask other coun-
tries to investigate corruption “to help us out.” Described
by colleagues as a consummate professional, Yovanovitch
in March became the target of allegations - vehemently
denied by the State Department - that she gave a Ukrainian
prosecutor a list of people not to prosecute.

Trump allies called for her removal, accusing her of
criticizing the president to foreign officials, something
current and former colleagues found inconceivable.
Trump’s personal lawyer, Rudy Giuliani, alleged that she
blocked efforts to persuade Ukraine to investigate the
Bidens. Trump himself, according to a White House sum-
mary, described her as “bad news” to Zelenskiy in a July
25 call in which he sought Zelinskiy’s help to investigate
Joe and Hunter Biden, a former board member of a
Ukrainian gas company.

“She’s going to go through some things,” Trump
added. “There is the particularly pernicious practice of
going after individual career officers, either because they

worked on controversial issues in the last administration,
or as in the case of Masha Yovanovitch, a terrific apoliti-
cal career diplomat who was doing her job extraordinari-
ly well, were attacked, deeply unfairly, for political rea-
sons,” Burns said. “We have career people who did their
jobs, followed their instructions, served their country loy-
ally, and they are being treated as pawns in a political
struggle,” said a senior US diplomat who spoke on con-
dition of anonymity. The State Department did not imme-
diately respond to a request for comment. 

Pompeo has tried to improve morale at the State
Department. Last year, he nearly doubled promotions of
top American diplomats as he sought to restore ties with
a workforce alienated by his predecessor, Rex Tillerson.
However, current and former officials say Trump’s push to
marginalize career diplomats can be seen in his proposed
roughly 30% State Department budget cuts, his appoint-
ment of the highest proportion of political ambassadors
in modern history and his drastic reduction in the number
of career officials with confirmed posts as assistant sec-
retaries of state and higher. As a result, there are fewer
top jobs in Washington or abroad available for the most
senior US diplomats. The State Department has been
whipsawed by major policy decisions abruptly
announced by Trump over Twitter. These include a 2018
suspension of security aid to Pakistan and a breakoff of
talks in September with the Taliban on a US troop with-
drawal from Afghanistan. — Reuters

Is the Lebanese 
pound at risk 
of devaluation?

Fears of a monetary devaluation in Lebanon, where the
exchange rate has been fixed for more than two
decades, are on the increase following a dollar shortage

and the downgrading of the country’s sovereign credit rating.

Why the panic? 
Panic has gripped Lebanon in recent weeks when it

became nearly impossible to withdraw dollars from ATMs
or to change large sums in banks. Since 1997, when the
exchange rate was fixed at 1,500 Lebanese pounds to the
dollar, the greenback has been used interchangeably with
Lebanese pounds in everyday transactions. That measure
was adopted after several rounds of devaluations in the
1980s and after Lebanon 1975-1990 civil war. 

But on the parallel market, exchange rates reached 1,600
Lebanese pounds to the dollar in September. This deprecia-
tion and banking restrictions prompted calls for strikes,
notably from gas station owners who receive pounds but
would have to pay suppliers in dollars. The action was called
off under a deal allowing payments in dollars.

After initially denying a dollar shortage, the central
bank blamed the fluctuating exchange rate on increased
imports, which observers say could be partly due to smug-
gling to neighboring war-torn Syria. But Lebanese econo-
mist Jad Chaaban points to a decision by banking authori-

ties to control the flow of capital, including central bank
“oversight to limit anyone exchanging dollars in banks, but
also withdrawing large dollar amounts”.

Why did agencies downgrade Lebanon? 
The original rationale for banking restrictions was wor-

ry over revised ratings to Lebanon by the three major
international credit agencies. On Tuesday, Moody’s
announced it had put Lebanon’s credit rating “under
observation” with the possibility of a downgrade within
three months. The agency downgraded Lebanon from “B3”
to “Caa1” in January, signalling “a very high credit risk”.

In August, Fitch downgraded Lebanon from “B-” to
“CCC”, a category for countries where there is a “real
possibility” of default. Standard & Poor’s (S&P) kept
Lebanon’s “B-/B” rating but with a negative outlook,
meaning it could slide over the next year, the agency’s
associate director of sovereign ratings Zahabia Gupta told
AFP. The Lebanese economy has suffered for years from
low growth and a public debt swelling to around $86 bil-
lion. At roughly 150 percent of gross domestic product,
this is one of the highest rates worldwide. In a country
where the political class is often accused of corruption and
racketeering, analysts say trust in Lebanon’s system of
governance is being tested. For the past year, Beirut has
been trying to introduce economic reforms in order to
unlock pledges of $11.6 billion in loans and grants from the
international community. This crucial aid has not been
released due to delays in implementing reforms.

Is the risk of devaluation real? 
Despite the worry, “there is no real risk today of a

devaluation”, according to economist Nassib Ghobril. The
central bank “has the necessary tools” to maintain mone-

tary stability, said the chief economist at Byblos Bank.
These tools include sufficient foreign currency reserves to
allow the bank to buy and sell currency to maintain the
rate of the Lebanese pound.

At the end of September, foreign reserves reached
$38.5 billion, an increase of over $2 billion since June,
according to official figures, about four times the amount
the country had in reserve in 2005. Another positive indi-
cator for analysts are deposit inflows that can replenish
foreign currency reserves. The central bank’s inflows
increased over three consecutive months between June
and August, according to Marwan Barakat, chief econo-
mist at Bank Audi. But observers remain cautious. The
increase in deposit inflows and central bank reserves “are
primarily linked to the (central bank’s) financial engineer-
ing and other one-off transactions and may not be sus-
tained”, warned S&P’s Gupta. — AFP 

Lebanese protesters chant slogans during a demonstration
in central Beirut’s Martyr Square yesterday over increas-
ingly difficult living conditions, amid fears of a dollar
shortage and possible price hikes. — AFP 


